CERAM-A-STAR Matte
Popular Color Spectrum
®

Hawaiian Blue
CXL1Y60891

Ash Gray
CXA1Y60892

Emerald Green
CXG1Y60893

Polar White
CXW1Y60894

Burnished Slate
CXS1Y60895

Lightstone
CXH1Y60896

Country Red
CXR1Y60897

Charcoal
CXA1Y60898

Sand Gold
CXD1Y60899

Colony Green
CXG1Y60900

Ebony Black
CXB1Y60901

Sahara Tan
CXT1Y60902

Patina Green
CXG1Y60903

Egyptian White
CXW1Y60904

Cocoa Brown
CXN1Y60905

Desert Beige
CXT1Y60906

All colors shown on this card approximate actual finish colors as accurately as possible. Color selection may vary from retail offerings; these are provided as a
sampling of the range of color choices that are possible.

A rich look
with modern
appeal
CERAM-A-STAR Matte is
an offering of coil coatings
with a low gloss finish that
is specially formulated to
reduce glare. The result
is a rich, soft appearance
and a modern look. Matte
is available in a wide
range of colors and will
enhance any design.

CERAM-A-STAR Matte is a silicone-modified
polyester (SMP) coating system designed
exclusively for the metal construction
industry. It is based on the industry’s leading
SMP coil coating system, CERAM-A-STAR
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1050, and offers superior color stability and
chalk and fade resistance. A proprietary
resin formulation provides the backbone
for this revolutionary SMP system. When
combined with ceramic and inorganic
pigments, it creates the most durable SMP
finish available.
This two-coat system, which utilizes our HighPerformance Primer, provides exceptional
durability and offers superior resistance to
moisture and UV exposure, with excellent
flexibility and abrasion resistance. The
unique and highly durable topcoat provides
the best color stability of any SMP product.
CERAM-A-STAR Matte represents a level of
performance surpassing that of all previous
silicone-modified polyester finishes. It
closes the performance gap with PVDF as

it approaches the long-term results of the
higher priced coating — while combining
the best technological balance of flexibility
and toughness.
CERAM-A-STAR Matte is also available
in our COOL CHEMISTRY® Series, which
contains
ceramic
infrared
reflective
pigments. These special pigments are
designed to reflect infrared energy
(heat) while maintaining the same color
appearance. When COOL CHEMISTRY
coatings are used on metal roofing, the
result is a sustainable building material
that can lower air conditioning costs,
reduce peak energy demand, and help
to mitigate urban heat island effects. All
of our high-performance coatings for
building products are available in COOL
CHEMISTRY versions.

